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Int: Ab    Db    Fm    Db

A1:  Ab    Db             Fm  Db
          blank pages for months and the sound of his voice rings in my head
Ab  Db   Fm  Db
saying i should give up, and all that i write is meaningless
 Fm   Db        
he says, no one else has to know about this 
Fm   Db
     no one else has to know

A2:
white sheets feel so cold, i pull them tight, but i can't get warm
tonight he has won, and you're by my side, but i feel so alone
he says, no one else has to know about this
no one else has to know

B1:    Fm     Db     Ab     Eb/G(2x)

A3:  Ab    Db             Fm  Db
         abandoned guitars, dust covered shelves, and laundry piled high
Ab  Db   Fm  Db
tell me i'm not enough, and i know that they are wrong, but i still believe these lies
 Fm   Db        
he says, no one else has to know about this
Fm   Db
     no one else has to know
Fm   Db
     no one else has to know

B2:   Fm     Db     Ab     Eb/G(2x)

Fm  Db        Ab           Eb/G
    ooh       i want to see myself through Your eyes
Fm  Db       Ab           Eb/G
    ooh      i want to see myself through Your eyes, divine
Fm  Db               Ab           Eb/G
    ooh      father help me see myself through Your eyes
Fm  Db      Ab            Eb/G
    ooh      i want to see myself through Your eyes
                       Fm                     Db      Ab           Eb/G
 through Your eyes, through Your eyes, through Your heart, through Your heart
Fm  Db    Ab           Eb/G



ooh       i want to see myself through Your eyes


